Leçon 3: Paris
Feuille d'Evaluation pour:__________________________

**Feuilles 3-A: Le Métro**

**Question 1:** 3 points possible
Did you answer the questions correctly in French?

______________________/3

**Question 2:** 6 points possible
Did you read the map correctly and fill in each blank accurately?

______________________/6

**Question 3:** 4 points possible
Did you use the correct guidelines and answer each question correctly?

______________________/4

**Feuilles 3-B: Les Monuments**

**Jour 1:** 10 points possible
Did you answer the questions correctly and find accurate definitions?

______________________/10

**Jour 2:** 10 points possible
Did you answer the questions correctly and locate shopping areas on the map?

______________________/10

**Jour 3:** 10 points possible
Did you answer the questions correctly in French?

______________________/10

**Jour 4:** 20 points possible
Did you write an accurate and interesting dialogue (10 points)?
Did you answer the questions correctly in French (10 points)?

______________________/20

**Jour 5:** 10 points possible
Did you answer the questions correctly in French and find accurate definitions?

______________________/10

**Jour 6:** 10 points possible
Did you answer the questions correctly in French?

______________________/10

**Feuilles 3-C: Notre-Dame de Paris**

**Question 1:** 4 points possible
Did you fill in the correct words and draw a detailed picture?

______________________/4

**Question 2:** 6 points possible
Did you find out all twelve words in the activity?

______________________/6

**Notes:**

Total:____/93